Sayyid Ammar Al-Hakim, head of the Iraqi National Alliance, called for a
roadmap according to a comprehensive vision to reach settlement for the
problems between Baghdad and Erbil

Stressing the importance of building an inclusive dialogue to resolve differences, and the
importance of assembling a joint committee between Baghdad and Erbil, and between the Iraq
National Alliance and the Kurdistan Alliance for the sustainability of sustain dialogue and
problem-solving.

\r\n

this took place during his eminence meeting with Mr. Massoud Barzani, President of Kurdistan
Region Government (KRG) with the presence of the Iraqi National Alliance leaders at his
eminence’s office in Baghdad Wednesday, 29/09/2016.

\r\n

His eminence indicated that the relations between the national powers are not newborn or the
result of the fall of the former regime, but are extended relations for hundreds of years,
stressing the importance of a comprehensive solution in a manner that serves the interests
of everyone, noting that the dialogue between the KRG government and the federal government
must be integral to specific titles, at which governmental aspects are discussed in the
corridors of the joint government committees, as well as the political aspects are discussed
in the joint committees, stressing that the liberation of Mosul, is a top priority and it is
imperative to maintain

\r\n

momentum of victories achieved by the Iraqi forces that include, the Iraqi army and police
and to popular forces, tribal forces and Peshmerga against terrorist Daesh in all the
squares, calling to discuss the challenges of the post-Daesh phase which are civil peace, a
comprehensive political project, security strategy that commensurate with the size of the
security challenge as well as a relief to the displaced families and the restitution of
families to their original areas and the reconstruction of liberated cities, stressing that
the Iraqi National Alliance leaders are working on regrouping and on the unity of Iraq.
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For his part, Mr. Barzani congratulated his eminence presiding the Iraqi National Alliance,

noting the importance of the return of trust and love among Iraqi political parties,
expressing the readiness of Erbil for a serious dialogue to resolve issues, noting that he
found an encouraging willingness from Prime Minister Mr. Haidar al- Abadi.

\r\n

President Barzani stressed the importance of setting priorities and for the time being to
liberate Mosul, and there is no dispute that liberalization of cities is on the top of
priorities, pointing out that plans are ready for a comprehensive plan developed by the
concerned authorities in Baghdad and Erbil, noting that the battle of Mosul is not easy but
not impossible, stressing the importance of joint efforts to handle post-Daesh, disclosing a
technical delegation that will visit Baghdad to discuss oil and energy file cases.
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Mr. Barzani also stressed that the economic crisis is difficult and impacting Iraq entirely
as a result of dropping oil prices, noting that the humanitarian crisis due to the big
displacement influx that require an international effort, because the potential crisis
outweighs the potentials of Baghdad and Erbil.
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